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Flexible all rounder
The Eventer has evolved from one of the very first bags we 
made, so has a genuine lineage in our history. It features a 
number of unique, functional and design characteristics allowing 
the Eventer to turn its hand to whatever task you require at the 
time: camera bag, briefcase, even overnight luggage. 

Included with Eventer
SP50 Shoulder Pad, Removable Insert ,
Tall Vertical Dividers, Small Horizontal Dividers
(also available as additional or replacement items)

Optional Accessories
Simplies, Leather Luggage Tally

Material/colour choice
(see technical pages for full specifications)
Canvas  Khaki/tan leather/brass

Practical and stylish
The first and most obvious feature of the Eventer, and the one 
that gives the bag its distinctive look, is the protective leather 
base 1. The lower quarter is covered in the same top grain 
leather we use in all our products. Carefully selected and treated 
before it is cut and worked into the desired shape, these large 
pieces give the Eventer its strength and structure whilst also 
helping to form the two front dump pockets. These pockets
share a covering flap that is secured using our ClogBall and 
strap system 2, which is used both here and again for the 
main rain flap. 

The side patches are made from the same thick leather as the 
base and provide an anchor point for the shoulder sling. Solid 
brass fittings are used throughout, and slides on the webbing 
allow you to adjust the shoulder sling length to your preferred 
carrying or working height. Whether low slung toolbox or a safe 
and secure travel companion the Eventer simply works. 

Binding to finish off the flaps is cut from the same vegtable 
tanned hides used on all of our bags. 

Across the top of the main flap, a sturdy reinforcement gives the  
woven web handle a firm response. Safely stitched into a wide 
leather strap 4 across the back, the entire assembly forms part 
of the bags structural frame. 

A removable padded insert and dividers can be used to section 
the inside of the bag for your camera or other gear: a full height 
and width divider 3  is included so you can store your laptop or 
tablet within the protected interior. Removing the bag's insert 
turns the Eventer into a roomy briefcase or overnight bag. 

Twin zips add security and to complete the picture, the Eventer 
also has a full width zippered back pocket 4 - convenient and 
accessable storage for passports, tickets, maps and documents.

Above  This original, owned by 
Mr Billingham, dates from 1997 
and is still in daily use.
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Eventer colour options

The top grain leather base  gives the Eventer its distinctive look, 
strength and structure; providing an extremely durable footing for 
years of confident use. Carefully selected and treated before it is cut, 
the thick leather will slowly take on characteristics that reflect your 
work, travels and life. 

Included with Eventer
SP50 Shoulder Pad, Removable Insert, 
Tall Vertical Dividers, Small Horizontal Dividers 
Optional accessories
SP50 Shoulder Pad, Removable Insert and Laptop Divider, 
Tall Vertical Dividers, Small Horizontal Dividers, Simplies, 
Leather Luggage Tally

Eventer insert example configurations

Eventer accessories

Eventer, insert
W350mm (13¾") x D120mm (4¾") x H260mm (10¼")
Capacity 7.5 litres (0.26 feet³)

    

Eventer colour/material options

Eventer Canvas FibreNyte

Khaki/tan leather/brass •

Eventer, bag only
External dimensions
W370mm (14⅝")  x D180mm (7⅛") x H330mm (13")
Internal dimensions
W350mm (13¾")  x D130mm (5⅛") x H280mm (11") 
Capacity 14.5 litres (0.51 feet³) 
Weight 1.70 kgs (3.75 lbs)

Front external 'dump' pockets (2)
W170mm (6¾") x D60mm (2⅜") x H230mm (9")
Capacity (each) 1.5 litres (0.05 feet³) 

Rear zippered pocket
W340mm (13⅜") x D Nominal x H230mm (9")
Capacity Nominal

Eventer measurements






